
move
Moving using a range of actions

Finding movements that show different speeds, 
levels and directions

Identifying how others move

Pasta command and response game:
Spaghetti = stretch tall in standing
Pasta bow = step into star shape

Pasta twist = turn in standing
Pasta shell = curl into a tuck shape

Lasagne = lie down and stretch long

Visually list the ways moved so far e.g. step, 
stretch, curl, turn then repeat the game with 
pupils finding travelling responses e.g. egg 
roll in tuck for pasta shell. Add new moving 

ideas to the list e.g. jump, roll, slide etc. 

SPACE
Challenge pupils to discover single movements that cover small and large distances. 

What’s the furthest distance you can travel in a single controlled movement? 
TASK

Pupils draw upon movement ideas from the class list to respond to the questions or 
challenge themselves to respond with new ways of moving to extend the list e.g.

crawling, spinning etc.
EQUIPMENT

Pupils respond to the questions to move across a piece of equipment e.g. a bench.
PEOPLE

Pupils set movement questions for one another that combine speed, level and direction 
instructions e.g. can you move slowly, close to the ground in a sideways direction?

Choose 2 – 4 ways of moving from the class list and an action to represent each way of 
moving that you can perform well. Perform your actions to a partner and challenge 

them to successfully identify the ways of moving that you selected from the list. 

Study how different animals move. On what parts of their body do they move? Do all animals 
go forward? Which animals travel close to the ground or high up? Which move fast and which  
slowly? Watching how animals move, can we add ideas to our list that we can use to move?

Ask a variety of questions to broaden 
children’s exploration of movement ideas:

Can you move low to the ground? What 
about high up or on a medium level?

Can you move forwards? What about 
sideways and/or safely backwards?

Can you move slowly or move quickly 
under control? Can you speed up or slow 

down an action as you perform it?


